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suggestive of a chronic lesion‑like neurofibroma. Patient 
had no neurocutaneous markers and no family history 
of neurofibromatosis. MRI showed mildly enhancing 
intradural mass lesion from D10‑S1 appearing iso/
hypointense on T1, hyperintense on T2, and extending into 
the paraspinal region through intervertebral foramina at 
L3‑L4 level [Figure 1].

Per‑operatively, tumor portrayed pebble stacker 
appearance from D10 up to the sacrum [Figure 2]. 
Tumor was adherent to spinal cord, nerve roots, and 
found compressing the cord. Subtotal resection of tumor 
was done, fearing worsening of the present neurological 
status.

Histopathology reported as features suggestive of 
neurofibroma.

Postoperatively, over a period of 20 days patient showed 
improvement in motor power, and was able to stand and 
walk with support.

To conclude, spinal neurofibroma, although uncommon, 
is an important consideration in the differential diagnosis 
of low back pain or radicular pain with neurological 
deficits. Early recognition facilitates timely treatment, 
potentially minimizes neurological morbidity, and 
may improve outcome. Resection of tumor should be 
the primary modality of treatment wherever feasible. 
Subtotal resection or decompressive surgery is favored 
when tumor is closely adherent to nerve roots or vital 
structures.

Sir,

Spinal neurofibromas are uncommon, accounting 
for 3% of all spinal tumors.[1] Neurofibroma without 
other stigmata of neurofibromatosis has been 
reported in numerous locations, including the spine, 
retroperitoneal space, mandible, buccal mucosa, nose, 
bladder, and scrotum.[2] We report a case of spinal 
neurofibroma involving long segment of spinal axis 
from D10 to S1 presenting with acute exacerbation 
of low back pain, feigning an acute disc prolapse. 
Spinal neurofibroma involving nine segments without 
other stigmata of neurofibromatosis is one of the 
rare cases reported in the literature. Low back pain 
should not be taken lightly and should be thoroughly 
investigated.

A 55 year‑old lady presented with low back pain 
radiating to both lower limbs (L > R), on and off for 
10 years, with sudden increase in low back pain and 
weakness of both lower limbs for the past 15 days. There 
was no bladder/bowel dysfunction. On examination, 
tenderness was present over dorsolumbar spine, 
areflexia of lower limbs with power R ‑4/5 and L ‑3/5, 
bilateral EHL weakness, and paraesthesia below L1 
dermatome. At this juncture, cauda equina syndrome 
was considered in view of asymmetrical weakness of 
lower limbs which could be due to an acute disc prolapse 
or an extruded disc.

Plain X‑ray showed widening of spinal canal and 
scalloping of posterior margins of L3‑S1 vertebrae, 

Long segment spinal neurofibroma: An unusual cause of low 
back pain

Figure 1: MRI dorsolumbar spine showing an irregular abnormal signal intensity lesion from D10-S1,  (a) appearing hypointense on T1 and (b and c) hyperintense on T2
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Figure 2: Per-operative “pebble stacker appearance” of intradural spinal 
tumor (arrows pointing to the tumor)
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Sir,

Pseudoaneurysms are relatively rare vascular 
complications of closed head injury. The superficial 
temporal artery (STA) is the most frequent site of 
craniofacial traumatic pseudoaneurysm. Most of the 
cases present as expanding pulsatile masses along the 
course of the artery following a history of blunt injury to 
scalp.[1,2] Rarely, it may increase in size to unacceptable 
cosmetic defect and rupture. The terminal branches of 
STA are the vessels most susceptible to injury. Although 
generally protected from trauma by the surrounding soft 
tissue, the branches of the STA sometimes approach the 
skin’s surface in bony facial regions. At such locations, 
the branches are susceptible to injury by external forces.

A 70‑year‑old man presented with history of gradually 
progressive swelling over Rt temporal area for last 4 months 
and throbbing headache around the swelling for last 
2 months. Swelling appeared following an incidence of 
blunt trauma to Rt temporal area 4 months back. Fifteen 
days back while taking bath, the swelling spontaneously 
ruptured with severe bleeding in a projectile manner, which 
was controlled with pressure bandage. On examination, 
the patient was conscious and well oriented to time, 
place, and person. His neurological examination did not 
reveal any abnormality. On local examination, we found 
a firm, nontender, globular pulsating swelling over Rt 
temporal area, of about 3 cm in diameter, with ulcer over 
its lateral aspect [Figure 1a]. The ulcer was covered with 

Ruptured pseudoaneurysm of superficial temporal artery

black eschar. Pressure over Rt temporal artery diminished 
pulsation of lesion. With this history and clinical finding, 
our provisional diagnosis was ruptured pseudoaneurysm of 
Rt STA. Patient was advised plain and contrast computed 
tomography (CT) scan of brain to exclude intracranial 
extension. Axial scan of brain reveal a soft tissue scalp 
swelling over Rt temporal area without underlying bone 
erosion or intracranial extension [Figure 1c]. Lesion 

Figure 1: (a) Globular pulsating swelling over Rt temporal area of about 
3 cm in diameter, with ulcer over its lateral aspect covered by black eschar. 
(b) Postoperative image after 15 days of surgery showing healthy scar and no 
skin necrosis. (c) Axial scan of brain reveals a soft tissue scalp swelling over 
Rt temporal area without underlying bone erosion or intracranial extension. 
(d) Axial scan contrast showing inner enhancing component of the STA 
pseudoaneurysm with surrounding soft tissue attenuation representing 
peripheral thrombus and adjacent inflammatory change
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